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About This Content

Lightning is a long-range specialist that uses air, electricity, and storms to strike down his enemies from afar. By altering allied
wizards electrical lifeforce he can also use electricity to revitalize and energize allies giving health and movement bonuses. His

spells are mostly instant cast beams but he also has large ground casted area of effect and a few healing focused spells.

As one of the classes with the highest damage potential some may think he is overpowered but in the quick paced gameplay of
Grimoire it can be quite a challenge to hit fast moving wizards. His spells are the longest ranged in the game so tactical use of

terrain and saving movement spells for repositioning to keep distance is key. Using the Arcane spells there are many
customization options including long range support or combat healing.

Unique Passive Spell: Magnetize – Damaging an enemy player applies an electrical charge to the damaged player for 3 seconds
during which the enemy is visible through walls.

Starting Spells

Primary: Electricity - Channel a powerful string of electrical energy which deals 4-5 damage every 0.25s
Secondary: Lightning Bolt - Blast the enemy with a super charged bolt of lightning dealing 30 - 36 damage. This spell pierces

the first target hitting any enemies behind as well.
Utility: Thunderstrike - Summon a small storm to strike the targeted area with a powerful electrical blast which does 30 to 35

damage after 1s. This spell also slows enemies hit by 30%
Ultimate: Lightning Orb - Launch a super charged ball of lightning which strikes any nearby enemies for 10 to 15 damage

every 1s. This spell can be triggered again to stop the orb in its current location.
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